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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SECURITY 
MARKET IN ,CHINA 

ITS SPECIAL RELATIONS WITH CHINESE 
NATIVE CAPITAL 

By KIYOYUKI, TOKUNAGA 

1. FINANCIAL SECURITIES AND INDUSTRIAL 
SECURITIES 

For the development of a nation's economy, a smooth 
" ," . motive power in its' financial basis is an important requisite. 

, .,,' ", In modern times in which capital formation, is turned into' 
'~,seJ:urities 'in.a large mea.sul'.e, the development of thefin'ancial 
m¥~~thas ~." very dose cOnIiection w'itht~~ , s~curit~' market. 

,;\Th~'secu~itym~rket is 'tinique in that' it carries on the' ' 
';"~'<'_':\"_'''_'''''';: '_" .-,-.- ' ___ ,' . ,,' -'. ,'-. J~! '-,,,,'. ',." -, .• ' ,". , " 

','-tr1lA~;action' of. securities and 'controls the market prices ()f ' 
,'" '~uchsecurities; ',The fluct~ati~ns of the security market 

have a" clOse relation with the financial market. The banks, 
use part of their' assets for 'the purchase' of securities and 
make loans agairtst securities. ' The banks also make call 
lo~ms out of their idle funds largely by means of securities, 
Securiti~s are used as reserves by the banks for their bank 
certificates issued. In case of a financial panic, the security 
market is used as the spring of cash supply. In normal 
times, the security market is the foundation for the activities 

, of the financial, market; and in times of panics, it proves 
as the outer wall of the financial market as well.") There is 
nothing strange about the foregoing views of the Chinese 

, , experts concerning· the security market. 
/, , 'The jecurity 'market deals with both financial securities 

, -

'1) Article I, the Security Market Act (~JiC&\Mi1<); promulgated in 
._ the third year of the r~publican regime. . 

, - . '-... 
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and in,dustrial securities, the former being issued by, the . 
Governmerit and "the latter by' corporations'). The former is' 
aisoknowrias the bond market and the latter as the.stock . 
market which deals~lsowith debentures. , Thus, the objects 
ot' the security maiketDlight be classified into stocks and 

,bonds. Corporations is~m~' stocks and debentures, while the. 
'Government issues bonds. Thus, this classification is not 
plausible, Further divis,jons may pe made if c1assifiqltion 
is made. more~. precisely. Furthermore, the security 1Darket 
deals with spot ~nd futures, and calls and long-term loans, 
However, my present object is to examine th~ characteristics 
of the security market in China ,having the special role of 
enabling native capital to participate in the exploitation and 
development of, national industries. For this purpose,! 
shall conveniently use the classification of financial securities, 
and industrial securities in surveying the operation of the 
security market. The Use of native capital in this connec
tion undoubtedly is extrem~IY bqckward. . On one hand, . a 
measure of advance -has been, made by' financial securities, ' 
although'theyare rather abnormal in nature. On the other 
hand, industrial securities are marked by inactivity.' If they 
are sane, there should be no discrepancy between the objects 
'of fi~ancial securities and industrial securities. I shall 
endeavour to elUcidate the causes of their unhealthy condi
tion, for the' purpose' of studying the, problem, of utilizing 
economic powers at spot as a source of cooperation in 
building up. the proposed Greater East Asia' Co-prosperity 
sphere. 

Although the Chinese security market is not limited to 
Shanghai: so important has been the position of this city in 
the financial circles of China in the past that the examina
tion of the security market there would clarify the' general 
condition of the security market in China. Security markets 
,in Shanghai are either Chinese or foreign. The native' 
market is called ,; the Shanghai Chinese Security Exchange" 

2) J. E. Meeker: The Work of the Stock Exchange, 1922, pp. 3-10. 
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(J:m~llliJil!~~~!Y1) white t\1e foreign market is known as '" the' 
Shanghai Stock Exchange " (J:m*m~JYr)"l.,.Jn taking them' 

.. UP. it is observed that,whereas the former deals with 
'. finan~lal securities and 'is' a bond market in reality, the 
... latter . deals with industrial securities and, is thus a stock 

market. The, fact that the Chinese security market in 
Shanghai deals only with financial securities does not mean 
that it' received a direct blow from speculation, although it 
failed to cultivate the sanity,of investment on one ha.nd and 

. had the effect of stimulating the insanity of speculation, on' 
the other') '\ Nor does the Shanghai Stock Exchange con· . 

'. tribute to the sanity of industrial capital'; although' it had' 
the capacity of a security market inasmuch. as it deals with 
industrial securities. There .' is one point worthy of special 
attention about this exchange in. Shanghai. The. fact is that .\. 
i~vestmerits in industrial securities .. w~n~ made largely. by' 

,,' Chinese, for such was in reality tbeforeign capital in' China" 
Nor does this mean '. that: jn'dusti'iaV capita); contributed . to 

. "'Chin~Se ,economythrohgI'l'th~:Shanghai~Stotk Eichange .. 
ThisQPini~ri is" eipressed by a Chirieseecdnomist;Chang .... ,' •. ' 

. Nai.chi (.j;~):Taking up the 1933 report of the h()lders 
of the preferential stocks of the . Shanghai Power Corporation 
which IS an 'American firm, this Chinese economist states 
. that 69 per cent of the shareholders were Chi~ese,and that 
this was one way the Chinese militai-ists and bu~iness·men' 
were united with the foreign influence in China, ~s well as, 
in the other sphere from the deposits made by the Chinese . 
with the banks of foreign nationalities. At the same time, 

. the amount of the 'securities of foreign firms held by Chi~ese 
banks was by no means small. The foregoing fact indicates 
the failure of the native Chinese capital to make an advance 
into either industry of finance and the effects are seen by 

, , 

3)' The Financial Market of Shanghai. Economic Study (mjllflilf~), Vol. 
HI, No.7. pp, 133-134. . 

'4) The Bond Market, Economic Study (li!!jIlfliif~), Vol. Ill, 'No.9, pp. 
386-387. " ''; '. 

5) J.E. Meeker: ibid. pp. 397..,.400. 
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.. this failure in furthering the cont-rol of foreign capital in 
China").' 

"'~,- ~;.'~ .', 
.' ---, 

2.THE·SHANGHAI CHINESE SECURITY 
-' . EXCHANGE . 

The'history'oifhesecuI-ity business in China has shown 
•• ',' '" ' '-'-' > -. _. -- ' - • - • 

the sametendel'lcy. as.that shown by the bankmg business' 
in that countnr.B()th'liad the same origin during the closi~g 
periociof'th~'Ktiimg"I:Isu:(1tM)'era during the Former Chin 
,Dynasty.~·Shanghaibeirig thecertter qfChinese finance and 

····c6mmerce;jt~was there·thatth~s~cu~ity business came to 
i be developed. - At ;first; the.seC"udtY11larket took the 

~ form··of a stock market, and before. the 'advent . of the . 
()rganized Chinese' security business, there were two foreign . 
estabUshments, namely, the Shanghai Sharebrokersl Associa-

··ti()n (.t.m~iIl.i/lll:~llii*1}l1) and the Shanghai Stock Exchange 
(.1:m*Ji~1}wr): It was in the third 'year of the ChineseRe: 
publisan regime (1914)' thdt the' Chinese side began its 
security-business by establishing the Shanghai Chinese Share
brokers' Association (.t.m/lll:~iI1i'iH~·11)7). Although the Chinese' 
security market· appeared to have made its advance. as a 
bond market in later years, it clearly originated' as a stock 
market,' as indicated by the ~pecial circumstances that pre
vailed at tha~ time .. Shanghai towards the close or the Chin 
Dynasty was~marked ,by a busy commercial life and a con
sequent prosperity, with .the 'increasing amount of foreign. 
securities imported,' especially the rubber stocks which 
aroused an active interest .among Chinese business-men. 
However, the share l1rokerage business was largely in the 
hands of foreigners, with only a very small number of 
native Chinese engaged in it.. After. "the rubber storm " of 
the second year of the Hsuan Ting (1i:~) . era, the' transac-

6) Wan Cheng·chih. The Treatise on Chinese Financial Capital (-"'lit 
;;1;, "'1l!l~!lt1f*1lfi), p. 114. 

7) The Financial Market of Shanghai, Economic 'Study (Nl!l1"flilF~), Vol. 
1lI, No.6, p. 35. . . 
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tion of securities in Shanghai came to be a foreign mono· 
poly, and there were lio Chinese who specialized in security 
transactions. It was in the beginning of the Republican 
regime that Chinese came to be engaged in' the security 
business for the first time. But still these Chinese were a 
sort of brokers and it was the establishment of the Shanghai 
Chinese Sharebrokers' Association that marked the real 
beginning of the Chinese security business; and it was 
after the establishment of the Shanghai Chinese Merchants' 
Security Exchange that the sphere of the business came to 
be expanded. 

The Shanghai Chinese Sharebrokers' Association was 
established in the third year of the Republican regime and 
dealt with, various bonds, stocks and miscellaneous shares, 
and its business was marked' by a great activity. The 
share·transactions of the-association were limited to the bank 
shares of the Bank of China, the Bank of Communications. 
The '. Commercial Bank of China and the corporate shares 
of the Chao Shang Chu, the Han. Yeh Ping,the Ao Hang 
Railway and the Commercial Press. After some 'advance " 
was made 'in the security business, the Shanghai Chinese 
Merchants' Security Exchange was established at the proposal 
of the Shanghai Chinese Sharebrokers' Association in the 
ninth year of the Republican regime'). It was then expanded 
and reformed as if it reflected its development as an indus· 
trial security ,market, but it met its reversal in the spring 
of the eleventh year of the same regime only after it had 
entered its period of early development. Its shares dropped 
and many of its brokers had to suspend their business. 
Finally it had to undergo a r~ganization. However, after 
t1.!e establishment of the Nationalist Government, it -made a 
normal development and has been in a better condition 
compared with other-similar organizations. A national uni
fication of stock markets was brought about by law adopted 

8) Some give the !late for the eighth year of the regime, the truth is 
not clearly established. , 
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by the Government in May, the 22nd year of :the regime. 
By virtue .of Article 2 of the Stock Exchange Act (x,lilJj)fiJ<), 
the establishment of more than a single exchange or't,he 
sam~ nature within 'ea<:h district was 'prohibited. 'At that' 
time there was in Shanghai an exchange named the, Shanghai 
Security GoodsExchange(J:#v,m~~Jl,x,lilJj)f) which dealt 'with 
securities. ,The security department of this exchange was 
amalgamated with the Shanghai Chinese Merchants' Security 
'Exchange and the reorganized exchange was capitalized at 
1,200,000 yuan with 80 brokers participating in it. It came 
to. be called '~the Shanghai' Chinese Security Exchange ". 

A perusal of the foregoing simple account of the history 
of ~he Chinese security market in Shanghai will indicate the 
necessity of examining whether the Shanghai Chinese Mer· 

I ' 

. chants' Security Exchange made its development as a, bond 
'market or prospered as stock market,although it outwardly 

, , 

trod the road of general development. We have already 
seen that the Chigesesecurity market has had a -very little 
<:onnection with Industri;al capitaL Now, a survey 'of the 
business of the Chinese Merchants' Security Exchange reveals 
that it has made a deformed transition although outwardly' 

- it appeared to make normal development: It seems to have 
gone astray from industrial, securities, especially since the 
time of its reorgan ization in the eleventh year of the Re· 
publican regime. It was arourtd the fifth and sixth year of 
the regime that the transaction of not only stocks but also 
bonds' began to arouse the attention of Chinese; but after 
the reorganization of the exchange in the eleventh year, its , -
transaction of bonds has made its real development. This 
tendency was further increased in later years the position 
of bonds finally coming 'to occupy the place of predominance. 

3. THE SHANGHAI STOCK EXCHANGE 

It is necessary' here to know something about the 
Shanghai Stock Exchange. It is the only stock exchange' 
in Shanghai that it managed by foreigners. It came into 

• 
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exis.tence through the amalgamation of the Shanghl!i Share
brokers' Association with the Stock Exchange, the former 
having been established in the seventeenth yeaTof the Kuang 
Hsu period and composed of foreign exchange brokers, the 

'latter having been established in the thirty-first year of the 
same era'). Its mechanism consists in free transaction by 
its members and has no capital of its own. The official 
number of its members is 100 (of which 87 are foreigners 
and 13 Chinese). Its dealings are composed of more than 
one half of foreign company stocks. 

The Shanghai Stock Exchange deals with the stocks of 
the following banks and firms: ten banks, five insurance 
companies, sixteen real estate comp,anies, six docks, ware-' 
houses ,and transportation companies, eight official ,labor 
compan ies, four cotton-spinning companies, thirty-eight rubber' 
and plantation companies.' It also deals with thirteen pre
ferential"stocks, ,thirty-si'x c corporate ,debentures, 'seventeen 
Shanghai Municipal bonds and two club stocks. The total 

,number of these stocks are 155. and all belong to' foreign , 
• firms in Shanghai. All this made a ~arp contrast with the 

'business of the Shanghai, Chinese Merchants' Security Ex-" 
'change which dealt chiefly ~ith bonds. Moreover, probablY 
more than one half, of the real investments made on these 
stocks dealt by the Shanghai Stock Exchange were made by 
Chinese. Now, what is the significance of the series of facts 
-that the Shanghai Stock Exchange is managed by foreigners, 
that it deals with industrial securities and that, investments 
in these stocks have been made chiefly by Chinese? ThfY 
betray that, although the Chinese investments represent an 
,industrial capitalwhicI1 is thus made in stocks, that very 
capital is in the control of foreign firms. Although stocks 
are also dealt with to some extent DY the Shanghai Chinese 
Merchants' Security Exchange, these are deformed and'5pecu'
lative-and are not a purely industrial capital in nature. Th,is, 
exchange deal~ chi~fly with government 110nds and this is 

9) Somewhat ambiguous. 
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. why . it is known in Chinese' documents as a financial 
market: Chang Nai-chi summarizes this state of affairs as 
follows: the exchange indicates: (I) the' backward position 
of Chinese . native' capital (2) control of Chinese capital tiy . 
foreigntlrms and (3) control of domestic influence over the 

-Chinese financial' market He then draws the following 
conclusions from the above stated facts: (1) the development 
of corporate enterprises and the establishment of a healthy 
capital market (2) the perfection. ofa modern financial 
market and of a modern capital market and (3) the establish-

~ mentof the right of finance'Ol_' .. 
. It is inevitable that Chinese .financial capital should 

decrease its unproductive investments and at the same Jime 
increase its industrial capital. However, this is only-possible 

. when the management of the Chinese financial market has 
- been freed from the foreign yokes and the domestic fetters __ 

The industrial securities should not be left in their narrow 
field simply-because they' are not suited to the security 
market .. The financial market also should take preliminary 

~. steps in order' to inlPi"ove its industrial relations. 
, The Chinese' security 'ma~ket bas developed -first from 

"the tea party" (~1l): . Then it assumed . the form of' an 
association (1):'@!) and _ finally became an exchange (",JJ,Jirr), 
which was established, in the ninth year of the Republican
regime at Shanghai.· Although the Chinese security market 
has thus traced the stages which are universal in the history 
of security markets, it has had its own Chinese characteristics 
in all of its historical stages, namely, as the tea party, the 
association and the exchange. But here I shall take up a 
particular stage just before the establishment of the exchange . 

. . I refer to the establishment of the Peking Security Exchange 
established in the seventh year of the same regime. It was 
capitalized at one million yuan and was composed of sixty 
brokers. It had made a measure of business Sllccess up to 

10) Chang Nai-chi: The Problems .of the Chinese Monetary Problems 
($731!jF, rl'Ii\lJ!\:!If~iilI/I.'J!i'i), pp. 345-346. 

• 
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the time when China removed its capital from Peking to 
Nanking. Thus, it is possible, to be more precise,. to take 
up this Peking security exchange in the north and the 
Shanghai Chinese Merchants' Security Exchange and the 
Shanghai Security and Goods Exchange in the south. . The 
last named exchange was established in the ninth year of 
the Republicanregime' and was capitalized at five million 
yuan .. Of various exchanges, it occupied the foremost place 
in respect to organization. It covered an extensive field of 
business activity and included the following seven depart
ments: negotiable securities, cotton ya,rn, raw· cotton, "furs, 
gold' and' silver, provisions and textiles. However, it is 
impossible to describe its business success and, in fact, its 
department of negotiable securities was absorbed by the 
Shanghai Chinese Merchants' Security Exchange in May, 
the 22nd year of the Republican regime, as has been already 
noted.. Being established in' the ninth year of the regime, 

·the Shanghai. Security and Goods Exchange was a large
scale organization and dealt'with securities and goods; and. 
thereby had' its, special importance. '" However, it is. the 

. ,. Shanghai Chinese Merchants' Security Exchange tbat was· 
the main organization of its kind in entire China, especially 
vis a vis the Peking Security Exchange. We have already 
seen that the' importance of 'the . Shanghai Stock Exchange 
consisted in its business activities and not in its being a 
foreign organization against the similar Chinese organizations. 

Let us noW see whether the securities handled by the' 
Shanghai Stock Exchinge were appropriately evaluated. 
Whereas the rate of yielding for the Shanghai Stock Ex
change ... was five or six Per cent, that of the Shanghai 
Chinese Merchants' Security Exchange was usually higher 
than twelve per cent and very rarely below eight per cent, 
for six-percent bonds hangled.· Regarding this point, Wu 
Cheng-hsi (!II;;if<Jil:), after comparing the yielding rate of the 

. Chinese exchange with that of the foreign exchange, says: 
"This shows us the following thing: though in the same 

financial market in Shanghai, a high rate of money lending 
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of feudal character is shown on one hand, by the native 
capital, .whllean -opposite phenomenon is indicated-by the 
foreign caPItal, -on the other. It is easy for anyone to-see 
that. under such a .drastiC difference in the rate of yielding 
between-1he t~o forms of capital, it is clear that the Chinese , . .'. 

- native capital is unable -to compete with the foreign capital." 
. - There are other security exchanges of some note at two 

places, namely, Ningpo(establish~d.in the· 20th year of the· 
Republicarfregime.) arid Ilankow (established in. the 24th 
year of. th~ same regime), but their' history does not entitle 
them to special mention iri this connection. We shall here 
be content withcent~ri'ng our study on clarifying the reasons 
both formal -and substantial of why the 'Shanghai Stock Ex
change makes a sharp contrast with the Shanghai Chinese 
Merchants' Security Exchan-ge. 

~ 

4 .. THE SECURITY MARKET ANDTHE 
, FINANCIAL MARKET -

"._ ... , 

-Having· ~o fai-described the generai· characteristics of. 
. the security market in China, I shall now supplement my 
above description-. The Chinese security market has been 
developed, as a matter .of fact, as a bond market as· it 
principally handled financial securities, instead of. being a 
stock -market which- handles industrial securities. . The 
reasons why the Chinese security market proved to be in 
reality a bond market are:. first, the scarcity of industrial 
investments, and second, the prevalence of speculation. Both 
of these are considered· to be the two. great impediments in 
-the process of development for the Chinese security market. 
This corresponds to the .. deformed transition.of the Chinese 
banking development. Orie may indeed say that the· Chinese 
security market has. been charac!erized by a semi·colony and 
semi-feudalism, namely has be~n thus subject to both inter
national and domestic' fetters. The. Chinese security market 
in fact has been a realm which can be explained in terms 
of both internationalism and localism in Chinese economy. 
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. Although this_ deformed 'transition may have aided the,' 
development of the Chinese securitr, market, there is no 
doubt that it has never succeeded in carrying on its mission, 

'whether the market is taken in its broad or narrow meaning. 
I ~hall next clarify the weaknesses of the Chinese 

secilrity market by tracing the development of the Chinese 
bond market and the backwardness of the Chinese stock 
market by taking up the activities of banks and the finan
cial measures of the Chinese Government., It is impossible 

- to know the exact proportions of bonds and negotiable 
securities in the amount 'of' c~edit given by the Chinese' 
banks"). ' However, wedo know this much, that the influence 
of the, banks is centered in the nine cities of Shanghai, 
Tientsin, Peking, Nanking, Kuan-gtung, Hankow, Chungking, 
Hangcho and Tsingtao and the two provinces of Kiangsu 
and Chekiang .. It is also known that the banks' connections 
with the domestic agriculture and industry and very weak 
Considered from investments, similar weaknesses, of the 

, .chinese' seCurity market may be seen in. their concentration 
on bonds ;:md 01} landed property in Sha:nghai, not to men
tion their. dependehc:e on. foreign capital and the deformed 
nature of Chinese' trade activities.' WangCheng-chih (30:iIc;&), " 

, is convinced that the salvation of' Chinese finance lies in thi 
reduction of investments in bonds and landed property and. 
in the increasing attention,' to industrial 10ans as well as in 
the overthrow of the financial control by international capital 
in China. A similar thing maybe said of the Chinese . ' ' 

security market, also. The eXisting enhancement of the 
bond market and the backwardness of the stock market 
shOUld be 'reversed, jf the Chinese security market' is to 
make an advance. 

It is desirable here to explain how the security market 
in China has been flooded by 'investment's i~ bonds which 
became the ,principal items of transactions. in the security 

11) Wu Cheng'hsi: ChineSe Banking (!;!,:ilciili', ,IJI!OlI"JlJ$l!fi'), p, 16, pp. 
68-72. Wan ~heng·chih: ibid, pp. 18-20. 
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market-so much so that it virtually became a bond market 
Transactions in bonds became active in the fifth or" sixth 
year of the Republit~n regime, due to the fact that bonds " 
issued by the Peking Government at that time began to 
draw the general attention of Investors. And it was around / 
the eleventh year of the same regime, the year of" a ". big 
financial panic, 'th~t bond transactions came to attract the' 
special attention of -Chinese investors. The Chinese stock 

'. business having thus met - its financialset·back at an im
portant st~ge' of its early development, the transaction of 
government bonds became the- greater .object of ~ttentiOli on _ 
the part of investors. The following usual advantages of 
bond transaction are not sufficient reasons for the over
whelming importance of -bonds in the Chinese security 
market: ("1) ,Bonds are a certain security (2) Their credit 
is firm (3) Their interest rate is comparatively high and (4) 
Their transaction is comparatively easy. . 

. As may be referred from views expressed by Chinese 
economists themselves, bond transaction is. carried on not . 
because it is suited to the demands of the security market, 
but because it is comparatively safe,/and interest rate is 
comparatively high .. Now, this very fact clearly indicates. 
that the security market has been dragged into the whirl
pool ·of sp_ecul<ition, instead of being able to play- its role of . 
normal investment: 

It is possible, of course, to detect how closely the invest
ment relations of Chinese banks have been running parallel 
with bonds by taking up the business- conditions of banks 
themselves l2). But there is one factor that very universally 

-testifies to the above /phenomenon- I refer to the time rela
tion between the date of _ the est"ablishment of banks and 
the time of the issue of government bonds. The very fact 
that many banks were established during the period between 
the firf,t year and the tenth year of the Republican regime 
and between the eleventh year and" the twentieth- year of 

'12) Wi! Cheng-hsi: ibid. pp. 7()-SI. • 
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the- same regime corresponds to the fact that during the 
same period may bonds were issued by both the Peking 
Government and the Nankin-g Government. Moreover, the 
existence of more than 400 banks and their branches in the 
twenty-second and twenty-third year of -the regime corres
ponds to the issuance of a great number of government and 
financial bonds during the same years_ Both Chinese financial 
circles and the Chinese financial conditions have run in the 
same direction and their goal was .ultimately bond invest
ment. .In tracing the transition of the Chinese monetary 
system, the above tendency is also shown around-the aboli
tion of the tael crnd the revision of the yuan. Here, the 
relations between the Government and new banks are shown 
by the coalition of finance and banking activities. Of course, 
these relations had no normal reality and only represented 
the .injury due to the spread of speculation over to the. 
Chine!ie people. Negotiable' bills possessed by banks being 
mostly government bonds, the proportion of stocks was very 
small"). Of various bonds, national government bonds 
occupied ti.Je major portion, thereby·. indicating. the close. 
relations. between the Government and the banks. It will 
be noted, therefore, that although the bonds are highly 
important for the life of Government, they had no support 
of the 'people in the mark_et. We have . already seen 
that the main Jeason for this/ is the monopoly of interest 
by the banks, the bonds being the object of their specula-. 
tion. The view .that the Chinese masses lacked financial 
ability -to purchase bonds because of their economic poverty 
is not plausible, since what is more important than the 
economic conditions of the Chinese masses is the undeniable 

. fact that the machinery of bond consumption has been 
speculatively monopolized. Moreover, the issuance of bonds 
was not prompted· by-productive needs_but by the need of 
military expenditure for suppressing bandit activities. In 
other words, bonds were issued ma realm having no rela-

13) Wu Cheng-hsi: ibid. p_ 76. , 
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tion with. production.··· Thjs may be taken as a confession 
that theissuanceQf bonds has had the effect of .destroying 

•. production. itself. Furthermortf, the fact already, seen that 
the bonds'standas.can object of speculation by means 6f 
interest di~c~untJ)etI~YS'theunhea1thY nature ofbondiss6e. 

, ". - -.. (', ~ - '. - , ' 

. If the employment of bank' capital is made mostlY-in 
the transaction.o{.:bOllds;it follows that the banks are un·' 
able to fulfilLtheir'taskof developing industry through the 
employment~ft.heitcapita1. .Evenif their business success 

. is shown by large t\~ures, their inherent business mission is 
. "'- " -, ':" - . ~ , . - . "-" . --". 

,not executed. Let us therefore examine the> proportion of 
capital invested by the banks in industrial securities.. The" 
general ratio between the amount· of various loans and that 
of negotiable securities ha~ so speedily enlarged that the 
amount of negotiable securities held by. the various banks 
nearly surpass that !:If their paid·up capital. Of the amount 
of negotiable securities, bonos occupy about two-thir.dand 
they have been issued for ubproductive purposes.' All this 
has made the abnormal development of the 'banks and their 
relations- with ·the Government deformed hi nature.··· This' 
deforme4 development of the banks, controlled by the internal 
fetters of locality and the foreign fetters of internationalisrn, 
had -to remain quite detached from intensive' production, 

. ) - '.. -'.-

This does not mean; of course, the absence of an inten-
sion on' the -part of the Government to accord soundness to 

.' Chinese finance ~nd banking.' We know that' the Govern
ment strengthened its control over banks and that the general 
depression of the banks reflected the decline of bond specu
lation on tHeir -part. And yet the measures taken in con
nection with the issuance of bonds amounting to 100 million . 
yuan by the Finance Ministry in the spring of the twenty
fourth y~ar' of the Republican regime had the effect of not 
only comiolidating the banks and native banks, but failed. to 
make any contribution, to the industrial salvatibn of China. 

Since the banks. are very inactive in . industrial enter
prises, the mere fact that their'paid-up capital and reserves 
have increased is no proof of their' closetonnection with 
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either industry or commerce. ' Increases. in their convertible 
notes should be also examined in a simikirlight. Increases· 
in the amount ·of bank deposits' also - reflect inactivity in 
industry and commerce' and show the prevalence of an idle 

. capital. Thus, nt acti..,e investment in industry or commerce 
could be expected, such investments being invariably only 
patchwork. The fact is that the banks have been aiming at 
secur,ing exorbitant speculative profits by means of bond 
transaction, instead of making lo'w-interest loans to·indus
trialists and traders. High-interest deposits cannot be but 
high-interest loans, and industrial and commercial loans 
advanced by the banks could not be as desired by the . 
Danks themselves. 

We, have briefly surveyed government finance. We 
cannot find any assurance for -the development of Chinese 
commerce and industr'y either in the history of Chinese 
finance or in the .pursuit of profits by the . Chinese banks. .. 
What is absolutely necessary in this conriection is coopera- . 
tion by which the stocks and debentures of industrial and 
commercial firms should become the objects' of bank loans. 
It. is because of such a necessity that there should be finan
cial measures connecting such factors as the security market, 
the financiar'market and the open market operation. 

5. THE SECURITY MARKET AND THE 
CAPIT AL MARKET 

) 

We have already explained that in the Chinese security 
market, there developed the bond transaction by means of 
fi'nap.cial securities and "the stock and debenture transaction 
were not developed by means of i~dustrial securities. The 
reasons f~r this are as follows: (1) The basis of. both com
merce and industry being unsound, both investments in and 
transactions with, commercial and industrial securities, were . 
of a negligible' amount.' (?) The rate of yielding in the 
transaction of government bonds being highly profitable, all 
idle capital has been concentrated therein. 

• 
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Depression in the transaction of industrial securities in 
.the Chinese security market is due to the following causes: 
(1) The capital of the. Chinese firms and factories being very 

, small in amount, their stocks are circulated in a.correspond
ingly small amount.(~) Company stocks are possessed by 
a . small number of stockholders and thus the amount of 
stocks in circulation in the market IS reduced to that extent. 
(3) The accounting of companies not being published, social 
confidence therein is not· Clear and this makes the market 
cirCUlation of stocks highly diffii;Ult. (4) The companies 
themselves dislike Yo s.ee the market quotatiolls of their 

.. 

. sfocks remain below par and this is why they do not desire 
the market circulation of their stocks. (5) Because of the 
cumbersome process of transferring stocks from one person 
to another, their· market circulation is not generally desired. 
(6) Business enterprises are not secured and investors are 
cautious in making investments 'in corporate stocks on this 
account. (7) Stock investment has been found to· be unpro-
fitable. . ." 

In a nutshell, depression in-the transaction of i~dustrial 
securities is due mainly to 'their "lack of market circulation. 

I have so far observed why stock investment failed .to 
make any development in China and how it failed to make 
any contribution to the industrial advance of the nation. I 
have also noted how bond transaction has expanded into the 
security .market. It is not denied that bond transaction 
consisted in the consumption of national bonds. Even sup
posing that the consumption of national bonds is carried on 
smoothly; it should be_ noted that the Chinese national bonds 
lack in construction programs, and that large figures in the 
amounts of national bonds issued only reflect the increased 
military expenditure for .civil disturbances. Thus, the 
national bonds themselves lacked sanity. What was in the 
minds of Chinese- investors was not in conformity with the· 
bond policy· of the Government. Moreover, as has· been 
already noted, the banks tried to gain fat profits by their 
speculative interest manipulation by means of the stock 
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exchange. Although the Shanghai Chinese Security Exchange 
had' its own historical development, it failed to offer any 
basis for industrjal development b~ carrying on its inherent 
mission as a stock exchange. 

The following three measures may be proposed in order 
to ameliorate the deformed condition of the Chinese security 
market and to assure its smooth activity for both bond con· 
sumption and industrial investment"'15). (1) The Govern
ment should consolidate credit for national bonds and drive 
out speculation' from government c~rtificates.· (2) Prosperity 
should be ushered into commerce and industry through closer 
cooperation between the Government and the people. (3) 
Both the banks and the stock exchanges should jointly 
endeavour to pay closer attention to the development of 
stocks and debentures in the security market. It goes with
out sayhlg that the foregoing three measures bound not only 
to advance the security marked and contribute to the smooth 
financial operations, but also will benefit the commerce and 
industry of the entire country. 
, To state that the: amount of investments in securities is .. 

low .because of the un"soundness of the .Chinese commerce 
and- industry does not clarify the sequence of relations in
volved. To begin with, the industrial organization of China 
has been largely individual in nature. Although the system 
of industrial corporation imported from' the West has in
creased the number of corporate firms, their development 
has been so slow that some. believe that the Chinese national 
characteristic is not suited for their development. It cannot 
be ~aid that the industrial system is' suited to individual 
management, even in China. Nor can anyone say that the 
guild system is any better solution. What is to. be stressed 
is the fas;t that social cond it ions in China have been so 
backward that the development of industry into the corpo-

14) Yang Yin-jJu: The Treatise on Chinese Finance (;Hl;jlfiW', 'f'il!l1~1i\!i 
lID); pp_ 399..".405, -' . 

15) Chang ... Chi·yen:· The Treatise on Chinese Finance (!IIlJfllflll\, 'Pil!l1:€1: 
mtiiliii), pp. 529-532. ..-
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rate system has been impossible. However, one cannot say 
on this account that the system of corporation is not suited 
to China. We have already seen an example of the inflow' 
of Chinese industrial capital into the Shanghai Stock 'Ex
change, a foreign institution. A similarpheriomenon has 
challenged our attention after the outbreak of the China 
Incident .. It' has been urged from various directions that 
the Chinese industrial security market should be consolidated 
bec.ause of the following reasons; 

(1) The strengthening of the stock market will increase 
the fluidity of stocks and thus contribute to the commercial 
and industrial prosperity of the nation. 

(2) Commerce and industry wiIl be enabled to make 
an active use of capital and thus the market operations will 
be enhanced. 

(3) Concentration of capital will facilitate large-scale 
industrial and commercial management. , 

(4) Investment will become more convenient. 
~ 

(5) The Statewill be benefitted"). 
All of these, foregoing factors are interrelatea and tend to 

act~n industrial capital from the side of the security market"). 

6. THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE 
SECURITY MARKET 

A great increase, was made in tl;J.e amount of stocks 
issued and in their sales during the First European War 
when the organization of corporations was made actively 
and much development and improvement were registered in 
China's commerce and industry. The- majority of the 
superior stocks were above par. Especially popular was the 
stock of the Chung Hwa Kuo Ming Sugar Manufacturing 
Company. However, all this boom due to the European 
War disappeared with the ending of the conflict. Moreover, 

16) The Security Market in China, Economic Study (;f.!I!IJ!!!iIf~), Vol. II, 
No.8, ·p.lli. 

17) Chen Chia-Tsiin: Das chinesische Bankwesen, 1938, SS. 92-98. 

'" 
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the posCbellum world depression spread to China also, 
resulting in the decline of popularity for commercial ana 
industrial stocks; and all the factors for the construction of 
the Chinese stock market were lost. ~. 

In this connection the significance of the stock policy 
of the Chinese' Government following the adoption of the 
new monetary policy should be observed"l. The renewal of 
the unified new bondAn--Febrtiary in the twenty·fifth y~ar 

of the Republican regime played an important role in the 
bond. market. A similar effect of the monetary reform· was 
also seeh on the stock market. There were such phenomena 
as prosperity in commerce and industry and increases in the" 
amount of investments in stocks, the latter in particular 
having the effect of stimulating positive plans on the part 
of the Shanghai stock market to respond to the demand for 
stock investments. Let us now see what effects the, out· 

. break of the China Incident had on the Chinese stock market 
at such an opportune time. The Lu Kou Chiao Incident 
having leg to the Shanghai conflict, it was only too natural 
that 111e latter stopped the transaction' of stocks' and bonds 
and caused a deadloc~ on the Chinese security market.· 
Great was the blow on China's commerce and industry and 
nothing was now heard of the Chinese security market. , At 
that time there were foreign exchange biIls by means'of the 
old japi, while the concentration of capital, stock investments 
and speculative transactions and the like were all carried on 
by means of foreign stocks. In the words of the old Chinese 
regime, a\l this happened at the time when the value of the 
japi had been proudly upneld on the basis of the people's 
confidence and monetary operatioris .. It was said.that specula· 
tive investments in foreign stocks were' unprecedellted in 
amount but that the Chinese stocks were in the same de, 
pressed conditions as they had been hitherto. Then, the 
outbreak of the Second European War. brought about a 

18) W. Y. Lin: The New Monetary System of China, 1937, pp. 103-. 
104. 
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sharp drop in the value of American stocks and the strained 
state of affairs in the southern region further depreciated 
the value of stocks. There was a big upset it the specula
tive. transaction of foreign stocks. The Chinese people came , . 

to know that even foreign stocks are not a safe object of 
. investment, and new· proposals were introduced. for the 
revival of the Chinese stock market. 

In Shanghai at present, there are tens of billions of 
yuan of idle capital lying in the way of speculation, while 
the development of . regular industries is impeded by the 
lack of capital. Thus, there isa deep and engulfing ditch 
between the two. If, therefore, the plans or reconstructing 
the ChinesE! security market should materialize. idle capital 
could be led to the normal channels and both commerce and 
industry could make their rational development. It may be 
expected further that both could benefit each other and 
thereby contribute to the welfare and healthy expan.sion 'of 
Chinese economy. 

Various demands for the Chinese security market, have 
been manifested on every side. . At the present, they may 
be summarized as follows : Although the Chinese stock 
market has been making a headway, but it is still in the 
condition of a dark market. Idle capital fills the Shanghai 
market. It has flown out of the stocks of foreign firms. 

_ Bank deposits complain of their small rate of yielding be
cause of the reduction in interest rates, and the comparative 
safety of investments in' Chinese stocks has been reported. 
On the other hand, the steady depreciation of the value of 
the old lapi has brought about a deformed development in 
the management of various industries, The Chinese stocks 
are said to be facing a hopeful opportunity for their develop
ment inasmuch as their -value is above par. 

The Chinese security market has failed to function as a 
market for corporate stocks. Nor is the field of industrial 
capital explored, there being' ample room' for further ex
ploitation., The security market has also failed to contribute 
as a bond market; it has rather been speculative in nature 
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, 
in the consumption of financial securities. . The security 
market, in' short, failed to conform to its construction ob· 
ject. Everi in the field of' speculation, it did not transact 
local government bonds. 

Securities both as an asset in' loaning in the financial 
market and investment funds are of great importance. Im
portant, inde~d, is the desire of the Chinese native capital 
for reconstructing the' security market, inasmuch as its 
operation by native hands had been regarded as impossible 
of accomplishment. The function of negotiable securities in 
the financial market is very important. Not only are they 
transacted as an object of specuiation, but the security 
markeCitSelLisexpanded first into the financial market and 
then fnto the capital market in the present stage of economy 
in which' capital is turned into securities. 'The security 
market should .. have been improved for the sanitary of the 

.. finanCial' market. It.should also function as the capital 
market in, order that the financial market may' fulfill its 
mission for the smooth working of commercial and industrial 

. capital. The fact remains, however, that the se'curity market 
with. the existing economic mechanism. as its background-· 
cannot be expected to ~arry out its function adequately. 
This_ is why the establishment of a new economic order is 
considered' as. imperative for the reconstruction of the 
Chinese security market. . 


